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Abstract— This research studied features of a Thai        

traditional xylophone (Ranad-Ek). The characteristic     
vibrations of Ranad pieces were considered by the        
measurement of frequencies using MATLAB and the results        
compared with finite element analysis (FEA). Three pieces of         
Ranad were investigated in this study: lowest tone, middle tone          
and highest tone. It was found that characteristic vibrations of          
Ranad pieces were similar to vibration of free-free beam as the           
simulation results of frequencies corresponded to experimental       
results from MATLAB. The effects of the geometry and weight          
of lead pieces used in tuning a Ranad piece were also analyzed.            
Two shapes of lead weights were considered, i.e. a         
hemispherical shape and a rectangular shape. The weight of         
lead attached to Ranad pieces and sound frequencies exhibited         
an inverse relationship. On the other hand, the lead geometry          
had insignificant effect on the Ranad piece’s frequency. 

Keywords— Thai xylophone, Ranad, Vibration, Free-Free      
beam, Finite element analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION  
The percussion instruments have been developed since       

the 19th century as humans require more tones and melodies          
to accompany emotional movements, such as dancing, or        
singing. Drum was the first percussion instrument that was         
used and developed by indigenous people in early stage to          
recent pop, jazz music and so on. Other percussion         
instruments, for instance, marimba and piano, were       
developed later. 

As the scientific technologies were developed, scientists       
have attempted to understand and explain how musical        
instruments create sound tones. Consequently, a scientific       
understanding of characteristic vibrations is necessary. G.       
Caldersmith suggested the design of bracing configurations       
for guitar families, both classical and folk baritone and bass          
guitars, to maximize low frequency radiation efficiency for        
new instruments [1]. B.T. Wang studied the approach of         
virtual testing by the combination between finite element        
analysis (FEA) and experimental modal analysis so as to         
understand the mode shape of vibration and predict the         
sound spectrum from the shape of xylophone, metallophone        
and gong [2]. I. Bork studied the bending wave equation for           
explanation of the characteristic vibrations and calculation       

of the resonance frequencies of xylophone [3]. Also, his         
research group studied the sound spectrum of low-tuned        
marimba bars using experiments and FEA [4]. 

Among the ancient percussion instruments, xylophone is       
the musical instrument that evolves more than three tones         
due to the vibration of various shapes and sizes of bars           
resulting in various frequencies and tones. Xylophones       
originated in Southeast Asia [5] and composed of more than          
three sets of bars. In Thailand, xylophones were developed         
for Thai traditional music around the late Ayuttaya period.         
Thai xylophones, or Ranad, are typically made from        
rosewood bars suspended by cords and hung on the         
boat-shape frame. The resonators are attached at both ends         
of the wooden bars for tuning for various tones produced by           
hitting the wooden bars using wooden mallets. There are         
two classifications of Thai xylophones, Ranad-Ek and       
Ranad-Tum. Both types have similar appearances; however,       
the number of wooden bars in each type are different.          
Ranad-Ek generally consists of 22 wooden bars while        
Ranad-tum contains 18 wooden bars. Besides, Ranad-Ek       
generates higher sound tones than Ranad-tum. 

Since the manufacturing process of Ranad is       
complicated, it requires specialists who can not only make         
but also play Thai traditional instruments. Moreover, there        
are no exact sound tones in Ranad because their frequencies          
depend on the shape and size of wooden bars. As a           
consequence, the design and sound tuning of Ranad mainly         
depend on the preferences of customers. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only few studies          
of the characteristic vibrations of Ranad have been reported         
and studies regarding mode shapes and frequencies of        
Ranad are still limited. Therefore, this study focused on the          
investigation of characteristic vibrations of Ranad-Ek. The       
frequencies of wooden bars in Ranad-Ek can be considered         
as the vibrations of free-free beams. According to the         
mechanical vibration of beam theory [6], the following        
governing equation can describe the mode shapes and        
frequency responses of a uniform free-free beam which        
vibrates freely: 
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Nevertheless, the shape and size of Ranad pieces are         
non-uniform and the size and shape of the resonator are not           
clarified. Hence, (1) does not apply for the vibration of          
Ranad pieces. Therefore, a numerical analysis, finite       
element method (FEA), is needed to analyze characteristic        
vibrations such as mode shapes and frequency responses. In         
addition, another issue of concern is that Ranad are made          
from wood, which is generally considered as orthotropic        
material.  

The objective of this research is to investigate the         
characteristic vibrations of Thai traditional xylophone      
(Ranad-Ek) using FEA. However, before FEA were carried        
out, it is necessary to examine the boundary condition for          
Ranad pieces under vibration since the precision and        
accuracy of FEA results depend on boundary condition and         
the number of meshes. Thus, the frequencies generated by         
steel beam, which was allowed to vibrate freely, was         
simulated by FEA due to its well-known elastic properties         
and the results were validated by experimental results.        
Similarly, the simulations of three distinct Ranad pieces, i.e.         
the lowest, middle and highest tones, were conducted and         
the results were compared with experimental results to        
confirm the suitable boundary condition for Ranad. The        
effect of weight and shape of resonator on the generated          
frequencies by Ranad pieces was also investigated.  

II. METHODS 

A. Modeling of Ranad Pieces under Vibration 
1) Assumption of boundary condition of Ranad pieces       

under vibration 
Since strings are threaded through the V-shaped holes at         

both ends of individual Ranad pieces to tie them together,          
this results in the difficulty in specifying the suitable         
boundary conditions. Moreover, the tensile force in the        
string attached to Ranad pieces is difficult to measure.         
However, in case of Ranad, musicians frequently loosen the         
string from Ranad pieces in order to adjust all of the Ranad            
pieces into appropriate positions on the boat-shape table and         
then, the string is re-fastened. As a result, the tension in           
string has no significant effect on the sound generated by          
Ranad. All of the mentioned information leads to the         
assumptions described as follows, 

(i) The string is quite flexible; therefore, it can be          
considered that the tension force in string has no effect on           
the frequencies of Ranad pieces.  

(ii) As a consequence of (i), Ranad pieces are able to           
vibrate freely. 

With regard to (i) and (ii), the tension in string at           
V-shape holes of Ranad pieces was omitted and the free-free          
beam was firstly applied as the boundary conditions to         
Ranad pieces. The assumption of boundary conditions for        
Ranad was validated with the experimental results. 

2) Finite Element Modeling of Ranad Pieces  
The three-dimensional model of each Ranad piece is        

almost impossible to create in CAD software directly due to          
the unusual shape, size and complicated surface contour.        

Therefore, a 3D scanner was utilized to obtain the Ranad          
pieces’ shape. The three-dimensional surface of Ranad       
pieces were converted to a solid model in CATIA without          
the attachment of lead weights which would be added later          
in order to investigate the effect of weight and shape of lead            
on the frequencies of Ranad pieces. Fig. 1 shows a          
three-dimensional solid model of Ranad pieces in this study,         
where isometric view of the lowest, middle and highest         
tones are shown in (a), (b) and (c), respectively.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional solid model of Ranad pieces created in        
CATIA of the (a) lowest (b) middle and (c) highest tones 

According to the specialist in Thai musical instruments,        
Ajarn.Poomjai Ruenrerng, Brazilian rosewood is the      
preferred material used to fabricate Ranad, especially       
Ranad-Ek. Hence, the material constants of Brazilian       
rosewood were implemented in the FEA model for vibration         
analysis. Brazilian rosewood was modelled as orthotropic       
materials and its material constants are summarized in Table         
1. 

TABLE I.  MATERIAL CONSTANTS OF BRAZILIAN ROSEWOOD FOR SIMULATION 
OF RANAD PIECES UNDER VIBRATION [7,8] 

B. Experimental Procedures 

1) An Examination of Sound Measuring Devices and       
Data Gathering via MATLAB 

Before the measurement of the frequencies of Ranad        
pieces was performed, the accuracy of the sound measuring         
devices was needed to be confirmed. To do so, a frequency           
generator as shown in Fig.2 was implemented. The        

Material constants Brazilian rosewood 

Density (kg/m3) 830 

Ex (MPa) 16000 

Ey (MPa) 2800 

Ez (MPa) 2800 

νxy 0.45 

νyz 0.6 

νxz 0.3 

Gxy (MPa) 3000 

Gyz (MPa) 1000 

Gxz (MPa) 3000 



frequencies were set to 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000 Hz          
and the signals were recorded by the SPTool module in          
MATLAB. The fundamental frequencies were analyzed      
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The results from        
MATLAB were compared to the actual frequency from the         
frequency generator. 

 
Fig. 2. Frequency generator used for confirmation the accuracy of        

sound measuring devices in this study  

2) Vibration Experiment 
Fig. 3 showed the sound measuring devices in this study          

consisting of: (a) ST 37 steel beam, (b) steel base for           
hanging Ranad pieces, (c) wooden mallet for percussion        
experiment, (d) microphone, and (c) half circle protractor.        
The steel beam was cut into the similar width, length, and           
thickness to the lowest tone of Ranad piece, i.e. 45x350x9          
mm3. To simulate the characteristic vibrations of the steel         
beam as similar as possible to the vibration of a Ranad           
piece, a hook was attached to the steel beam by adhesive           
and the specimen was hanged by wire that wrapped to the           
steel hanger. The half circle protractor was used to control          
the position of the microphone during sound measurement.        
The vibration experiment was conducted by hitting the steel         
beam by a wooden mallet and the signal of the vibrating           
steel beam was recorded in MATLAB via microphone. The         
fundamental frequencies were analyzed using the FFT       
option in the SPTool module in MATLAB. 

 
Fig. 3. (a) ST 37 steel beam which has similar size to the lowest tone of              

Ranad piece, 45x350x9 mm3 (b) steel hanger (c) microphone (d)          
wooden mallet and (e) half circle protractor 

After the confirmation of the accuracy of sound        
measuring devices, the frequencies obtained from hanging       
Ranad pieces at the steel hanger in Fig. 3 were compared to            
the frequencies generated by the hitting similar tone of         
Ranad pieces suspended to the boat-shape table. Both        
experimental setups are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Percussion experiments of (a) hitting the lowest tone of Ranad          

piece hanging at steel hanger and (b) hitting the lowest tone of Ranad             
piece suspended to the boat-shape table 

3) Validation of Boundary Condition of Ranad Pieces       
under Vibration 

 
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram for validation of the boundary conditions of         

Ranad pieces under vibration 

The experimental procedures as shown in Fig. 5 were set          
up to validate the boundary condition of Ranad pieces under          
vibration. Since steel was isotropic and its elastic properties         
were known, FEA was carried out to analyze the         
fundamental frequencies of a steel beam before the analysis         
of Ranad pieces. The Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and         
density of the steel beam were 210 GPa, 0.3, and 7850           
kg/m3, respectively [9]. The ‘modal’ module in commercial        
finite element software, ANSYS, was utilized to carry out         
the vibration simulation. The boundary condition for the        
steel beam was set as a free-free beam. The results of           
fundamental frequencies generated by the vibrating steel       
beam from MATLAB and FEA were compared. If the         
simulation results did not deviate considerably from       
experimental results, i.e. percentage error less than 10%,        
similar procedures would be carried out to the Ranad pieces          
with lowest, middle and highest tones. In contrast, if the          
percentage error between MATLAB and FEA frequencies       
generated by the vibrating steel beam was more than 10%,          
the boundary condition should be changed from free-free        
beam to other possible conditions, e.g. elastic supports,        
simply supports. 

C. Case Studies to Investigate the Characteristic Vibrations 
of Ranad Pieces via Finite Element Analysis 
This study was focused on the effect of resonator (lead)          

on the frequencies generated by Ranad pieces. Thus, in         
order to investigate that effect, the case studies for         
simulation were divided into (i) the effect of thickness of          
half spherical resonator (lead) on the frequencies of Ranad         



pieces and (ii) the effect of the shape of the resonator (lead)            
on the generated frequencies from Ranad: half spherical and         
rectangular shape. Lead was input as isotropic with the         
Young’s modulus of 16000 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.44          
[9]. The contact condition between lead and Ranad pieces         
was specified as bond and no penetration. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. An Accuracy of Sound Measuring Devices 
It was found that our sound measuring devices could         

collect the signals corresponding to the frequencies       
generated from the frequency generator. In addition,       
distance between the frequency generator and the position        
of sound measuring devices did not play a crucial role on           
the recorded signal in MATLAB. Consequently, the       
accuracy of the gathering signal data from the sound         
measuring devices used in this study was confirmed. 

1) The Sufficient Boundary Condition for Vibration      
Analysis of Ranad Pieces 

Firstly, the frequencies generated from striking Ranad       
pieces hung from the steel hanger (Fig. 4a) and from          
identical Ranad pieces suspended on the boat-shape table        

(Fig. 4b) were compared so as to ensure that the          
experimental setup in Fig. 4a) could produce similar        
frequency to the actual situation (Fig. 4b). Fig. 6 showed the           
frequency domain from percussion experiments in Fig. 4        
obtained by FFT analysis via MATLAB, where: (a) the         
middle tone of Ranad piece hung from the steel hanger and           
(b) the middle tone of Ranad piece fastened by string with           
other pieces and suspend on the boat-shape table. According         
to Fig. 6, the first of the two distinct peaks in (a) and (b)              
presented the natural frequencies of mode 1 (red circle) and          
mode 2 (red rectangular), respectively. It was obvious that         
hanging the middle tone of Ranad piece at the steel hanger           
and actual situation of percussion of the middle tone of          
Ranad piece generated similar natural frequencies of mode 1         
and mode 2, i.e. 461 Hz and 1560 Hz, respectively.          
Accordingly, the experimental setup by hanging Ranad       
pieces at the steel hanger as shown in Fig. 4(a) was valid for             
the analysis of the natural frequencies by FFT in MATLAB. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Frequency domain from percussion experiments in Fig. 4 obtained by FFT analysis in MATLAB (a) hanging the middle tone of Ranad piece at 

the steel hanger and (b) the middle tone of Ranad piece was fasten with other pieces and suspend on boat-shape table. 

Secondly, FEA was carried out to simulate the natural         
frequencies of s steel beam and the results were compared          
with striking the steel beam experiment. It was found that          
the steel beam produced the fundamental frequency of 314         
Hz when it was vibrating at the steel hanger while the           
fundamental frequency from the simulation results of a        
vibrating steel beam with free-free condition was 306 Hz.         
The percentage error between experimental and simulation       
results was 2.55%, which was within the acceptable range.         
As a result, the simulation of vibration of a free-free beam           
was validated by the experimental setup of hanging the steel          
beam at the steel hanger.  

Fig. 7 shows the bar graph of fundamental        
frequencies of the Ranad pieces with lowest, middle and         
highest tones. The experiments were performed by striking        
Ranad pieces with the attachment of leads at the both ends           
of the wooden bars while the simulation was conducted on          
Ranad pieces without the attachment of leads. Simulation        
results found that the fundamental frequencies of the lowest,         

middle and highest tones of Ranad pieces were 208, 489 and           
1422 Hz, respectively, whereas the experimental results       
from MATLAB showed 175, 461 and 1391 Hz which were          
lower than the simulation results. Despite the difference        
between simulation and experimental results, the percentage       
errors were 15.8%, 5.7% and 2.2% in the lowest, middle and           
highest tones, respectively, which were not considerably       
large. Therefore, the free-free beam was sufficient and valid         
for the analysis of characteristic vibrations of Ranad.        
Besides, the reason for the lower fundamental frequencies in         
experimental results could be attributed to the attachment of         
leads at the both ends of Ranad pieces resulting in the           
increasing of total mass and hence, lower fundamental        
frequencies. These results suggested that the mass of        
resonator (lead) was a significant factor of the frequencies         
generated by Ranad pieces. 



 
Fig. 7. The bar graph of fundamental frequencies between experiment        

(MATLAB) and FEA (ANSYS) of the three different tones of Ranad           
pieces: the lowest, middle and highest tones. 

B. The Effect of Thickness of Half Spherical Resonator 
(Lead) on the Frequencies of Ranad Pieces 
Generally, resonators attached to both ends of individual        

Ranad pieces are made of lead mixed with beeswax in half           
spherical shape, the thickness of the resonator is unspecific         
for each Ranad piece. Therefore, the effect of thickness of          
half spherical lead on the frequencies of Ranad is the first           
parameter that was taken into account. The diameters of half          
spherical leads were measured by a Vernier caliper from the          
leads attached to Ranad pieces and the parameters were         
fixed. The thicknesses of half spherical lead were adjusted         
in FEA until the resulting fundamental frequencies       
generated by the lowest, middle and highest tones of Ranad          
pieces could closely match the results of fundamental        
frequencies from experiment. The adequate thicknesses of       
half spherical leads attached on both ends of Ranad pieces          
were summarized in Table 2. Regarding the results in Table          
2, it could be summarized that the suitable thicknesses of          
half spherical leads attached to the lowest, middle and         
highest tones of Ranad pieces were 12.5, 2, 1.3 mm,          
respectively. It could be seen that the thickness of lead          
decreased as the tone of the Ranad pieces increased. That          
was, the higher tones required less thickness of lead than          
lower tones. Moreover, the thicknesses of the lead for the          
middle and highest tone pieces did not differ much whereas          
the frequencies were obviously different. This could be        
inferred that the only a small change of the amount of lead            
could result in a large change of the fundamental         
frequencies from the middle to highest tone. 

TABLE II. THE ADEQUATE THICKNESSES OF HALF SPHERICAL LEADS 
ATTACHED ON RANAD PIECES TO PRODUCE SIMILAR FREQUENCIES TO EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS  

C. The Effect of Shape of Resonator (Lead) on the 
Frequencies of Ranad Pieces 
The rectangular shape of lead was considered to        

compare with the half spherical shape attached to a Ranad          
piece regarding frequencies generated. The cross-sectional      
area of rectangular lead was set to be the same as the width             
of each Ranad piece and the length was set to be 10% of the              
total length. Then, the thickness of the rectangular lead was          
varied in ANSYS. 

Fig. 8 shows the fundamental frequencies as a function         
of the thickness of the rectangular lead on Ranad pieces: (a)           
The lowest (b) the middle and (c) the highest tones. The           
white circle in Fig. 8(a), diamond symbol in Fig. 8(b) and           
white rectangular in Fig. 8(c) represented the fundamental        
frequencies obtained from FEA of the lowest, middle and         
highest tones, respectively. The dash red lines indicated the         
fundamental frequencies from the experiments. The mode       
shape of vibration, i.e. mode 1, was attached as inset in Fig.            
8(a)-8(c). It was worth noting that the fundamental        
frequencies of three individual Ranad pieces had parabolic        
relationship with the thickness of rectangular lead as        
depicted in Fig. 8(a)-8(c). These results could suggest the         
suitable volume of a resonator for tuning a Ranad piece to           
an appropriate sound. The sufficient thicknesses of       
rectangular lead for tuning Ranad pieces to the frequencies         
similar to the experimental results were 5.5, 0.5, and 0.25          
mm, which contributed to be the volume of 1.07 x 10-5, 8.32            
x 10-7 and 3.22 x 10-5 mm3 for the lowest, middle and            
highest tones of Ranad pieces, respectively. Besides, the        
difference in thicknesses of rectangular lead between the        
middle and highest tones was not so large since the          
thickness of rectangular lead in the highest tone was half the           
value of that in the middle tone. This was a similar trend to             
the case of half spherical lead. Consequently, regardless of         
the shape of lead, it could be deduced that the fundamental           
frequencies from the middle to highest tone are quite         
sensitive to the change of the amount of lead. However,          
according to Fig. 8(b) and 8(c), it can be noticed that both            
middle and highest tones of Ranad pieces are sensitive to          
only the low amount of lead; 0-3 mm, since the slopes of the             
fundamental frequency-thickness of rectangular lead are      
rapidly decreasing and the slopes are nearly constant when         
the thickness of lead is more than 3 mm. This indicated that            
after the attachment of the higher amount of lead, which has           
thickness more than 3 mm, the generated fundamental        
frequencies of the middle and highest tones of Ranad pieces          
become stable at certain value. Therefore, it can be         
concluded that the geometry of the middle and highest tones          
of Ranad pieces also has significant effect on their generated          
frequencies. 

 
 
 

Ranad 
pieces 

Frequency (Hz)  
 

Thickness of half 
spherical lead 

(mm) 

MATLAB 
(with 
lead) 

ANSYS 
(After tuning by 
attachment of 

lead) 

Lowest 
tone 

175 176 12.5 

Middle 
tone 

461 461 2 

Highest 
tone 

1391 1360 1.3 



 
 

Fig. 8. Fundamental frequencies as a function of thickness of rectangular lead for three individual tone of Ranad pieces: (a) the lowest tone (b) the                       
middle tone and (c) the highest tones 

Table 3 shows the total volume of half spherical and          
rectangular lead which were adjusted to attain the        
fundamental frequencies similar to experimental results for       
three individual Ranad pieces. The percentage difference of        
the volume of rectangular and half spherical lead indicates         
that the volume, in other words mass, of lead could be           
varied within ±20% from the lowest to highest tone of          
Ranad pieces in order to achieve the suitable sound.         
Additionally, the amounts of volume of resonator in the         
middle tone were almost identical indicating that the effect         
of the shape of lead did not play a vital role on the             
fundamental frequencies of Ranad. Therefore, it could be        
concluded that the dominant factor for tuning frequencies of         
Ranad is mass of the resonator. 

TABLE III. THE VOLUME OF RECTANGULAR AND HALF SPHERICAL 
LEAD SHAPE WHICH CAN PRODUCED THE SIMILAR FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES TO 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This research investigated the characteristic vibrations of       

Thai xylophone (Ranad-Ek) by finite element analysis       

(FEA) and experiment. Three individual Ranad pieces: the        
lowest, middle and highest tones were investigated. The        
fundamental frequencies of percussion experiments were      
analyzed by Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) in       
MATLAB and the results were compared to FEA results.         
All of the findings in this study can be concluded as follows, 

1) Free-free beam, i.e. beam without any supports,        
was a sufficient boundary condition for the implementation        
in FEA to analyze the mode of vibration of Ranad. 

2) The material constants of Brazilian rosewood       
can be utilized in the analysis of frequencies of Ranad by           
FEA. 

3) The shape of resonator (lead) attached to both         
ends of Ranad pieces had insignificant effect on the         
fundamental frequencies of Ranad. 

4) The mass or volume of lead could be changed          
within ±20% from the lowest tone to highest tone and this           
was the factor that should be considered to adjust the sound           
produced by Ranad.  

5) The fundamental frequencies from the middle to        
highest tone of Ranad were very sensitive to the change of           
the small amount of lead. Nevertheless, the greater amount         
of lead contributed to the decreasing in the frequency value          
at the first time, then, the frequency became steady as the           
amount of lead increased. As a result, the geometry of          
Ranad pieces play a crucial role on their generated         
frequencies of Ranad. 
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Ranad pieces Volume of lead (m3) Difference 
(%) 

Rectangula
r 

Half 
sphere 

The lowest tone 
(176 Hz) 

1.07 x 10-5 0.91 x 10-5 15% 

The middle tone 
(461 Hz) 

8.32 x 10-7 8.34 x 10-7 0.2% 

The highest 
tone 

(1391 Hz) 

3.22 x 10-7 3.99 x 10-7 19% 



support of the sample of Ranad-Ek, authors can gather the          
sample data of individual Ranad pieces. 
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